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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
GOALS

"We are determined to end poverty and hunger, in all their forms and
dimensions, and to ensure that all human beings can fulfil their potential in

dignity and equality and in a healthy environment." - United Nations
 
 

JUST GRACE IS WORKING TOWARDS THE FOLLOWNG SDGS:

Empowering the community of Langa by providing
programmes that assist them to obtain meaningful
employment.

Creating opportunities for learners to access quality
education that adequately prepares them for their futures.

Uplifting the community of Langa through skills training and
psychosocial support to empower all community members
to become active citizens in South Africa.
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Fortunately, we were able to
continue to assist vulnerable
community members by offering
additional psychosocial support,
online academic support as well
as practical support such as 
 supplying food parcels, care
packs, and PPE, submitting UIF
claims and distributing hard copy
study material. Through our
various  initiatives, we were
privileged to  have a positive
impact in the the lives of more
than 1 500 community members
in Langa in 2020.

JUST GRACE - A FAMILY

Even though we spent many days
and weeks apart from our
beneficiaries, it was great to stay
connected, to continue learning 

LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OVERVIEW

2020 was a year that started with
many hopes and dreams, and
ended for most in exhaustion and
fear. It was a difficult year. A year
of daily challenges to be
overcome as we navigated an
unprecedented global pandemic. 

However, at the same time, I was 
 encouraged to see how our staff,
volunteers and beneficiaries rose
to the challenge with
perseverance, grit and a positive
spirit. It was a great reminder of
the tenacity of the human heart,
the continued willingness to push
forward towards a better
tomorrow.

IMPACT

Despite many barriers including
job losses, lockdowns and
heightened health risks, we saw
many participants taking part in
our various offerings, including
sewing classes, youth
development, school learner
engagement, parent support
groups, YearBeyond and more.

remotely and to encourage one
another during uncertain times.
The lockdown period underlined
how important our philosophy of
being a “Just Grace family” is to
our staff, volunteers and
beneficiaries. The team stood
together to ensure that no one in
our sphere felt isolated or
hopeless.

Unfortunately, the pain, stress
and hardship did not end in 2020,
but have followed us into 2021.
However, we know that through
perseverance and working
together, we can create light even
during  challenging times. I look
forward to celebrating the small
and great victories in 2021 as we
learn, grow and move forward
together. Ukuba
siyasebenzisana, sakoyisa. If
we work together, we will
overcome. 

THANK YOU!

Thank you to all participants, staff,
volunteers, donors and partners
who made 2020 possible. We
look forward to journeying with
you in 2021.

"...we were privileged
to have a positive

impact in the lives of
more than 1 500

community members
in Langa in 2020."
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HOLISTIC LEARNING

Faced with new realities such as
unemployment, the
homeschooling of children and
limited physical contact, looking
after our mental and physical
health has become increasingly
important.

The disruptions to teaching and
learning have meant the usual
way of learning has had to change
so that learners are not left
behind while they adapt to the
new normal. With school closures,
many students are missing out on
some of the most significant
moments of their young lives —
as well as everyday moments like
chatting with friends and
participating in class. 

The sudden changes in our
routine have left many feeling
anxious and isolated. On World
Mental Health Day, UNICEF
released the findings of its latest
U-Report survey showing how 

72% of young people reported
depressive symptoms during the
hard lockdown. Government
statistics also showed the
prevalence of depressive
symptoms among the population
has doubled between 2017 and
2020 (COVID-19 era), from 12% to
24% of individuals. With these
statistics in mind, it shows that
learners cannot thrive if they are
not able to look after their mental
health.

The pandemic has increased the
chance of learners being at risk of
dropping out due to increased
anxiety and other depressive 

symptoms. This is why, more than
ever, a holistic approach to
education, which values
psychosocial support is vital. We
believe in providing learners with
psychosocial support in
conjunction with academic
support. Our holistic approach
equips learners and parents with
the necessary tools to thrive in
the face of the various challenges
that they will face. Our aim
remains to set families up for
sustainable success.  

Since the national state of
disaster commenced, we have
continued to use the resources
available to us to holistically
support our learners and their
families.

There was a need to create a
sense of normality during the
hard lockdown; we made sure
that we continued offering
academic support to keep

The COVID-19 pandemic brought uncertainty, fear and worry as it forced us
to change the way we live. The pandemic has undoubtedly affected all South
Africans, but the financially vulnerable have felt the impact most severely.

"Our holistic approach
equips learners and

parents with the
necessary tools to thrive
in the face of the various 
 challenges they will face"

COVID-19 SHINES A SPOTLIGHT ON THE IMPORTANCE OF A HOLISTIC
APPROACH TO LEARNING
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During the hard lockdown, as part
of our support to the youth on
our programmes, 105 check-in
calls and 97 WhatsApp check-ins
were conducted. In addition, 225
care packs containing basic
hygiene products, food and
educational material were
distributed through our various
programmes.

Parents were also supported and
given a safe space to discuss any
issues that they were facing with
other parents.

The COVID-19 pandemic has led
to a massive shift in the way Just
Grace operates but it has also
allowed us to develop and
implement systems to ensure
that we continue to serve the
community of Langa. Through
collaboration with learners, staff
and volunteers who have offered
their time and services, we have 

been able to ensure that the
learners on our programmes can
thrive academically while also
providing for their mental
wellbeing as they adapt to the
new normal.

learners engaged, through online
channels. This enabled them to
stay connected with their peers
and mentors, and for them to
cover much needed content that
their peers at more resourced
schools had been learning
remotely throughout lockdown.

Our beneficiaries also engaged in
virtual support groups and had
access to in-person social and
community workers visits. Our
qualified team worked tirelessly
throughout lockdown to make
sure that no child was left behind.
The home visits conducted by our
social and community workers
were welcomed by both parents
and learners. For many our team
are viewed as second parents
who are genuinely concerned
about every learner and their
family's welfare. Throughout
lockdown learners who were
deemed at-risk by their teachers
were given urgent assistance to
reduce any chance of them
dropping out of school in the long
run.

"...our qualified team
worked tirelessly

throughout lockdown
to make sure that no

child was left
behind...."
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FUTUREPROOFING?

Unemployment is, without
doubt, the major economic
problem facing South
African society today. It is
perceived to be directly
responsible for the high
levels of socio-economic
issues such as crime,
violence and poverty. Our
high rate of youth
unemployment – even
among university and TVET
college graduates – is one
of the biggest hurdles we
face as a country. 

Like most developing countries, a
significant reason for
unemployment in South Africa is
the combination of an increasing
labour force and low economic
growth. According to Stats SA, in
the first quarter of 2020, there
were 20,4 million unemployed
young people aged 15–34 years,
and they accounted for 63,3% of
the total number of unemployed
persons. Among graduates in this
age group, the unemployment
rate was 33,1% during this period.

As high as it is, the graduate
unemployment rate is still lower
than the rate among those with
other educational levels, meaning
that education remains a key
driver to securing employment in
the South African labour market.

In a competitive labour market
job applicants need to brainstorm
innovative ways to improve their
employability. The ability to adapt
to a changing world is now at
least equally important as a
formal education. 

Would-be employees and future
entrepreneurs also need to
understand the structural change
that the economy is undergoing
towards a more knowledge-based
service sector. Deciding on a 

career path can be difficult and
there are various considerations
to be mindful of such as whether
the line of work aligns with your
strengths and passions, whether
it will allow you to live sustainably
and whether it will open further
opportunities for personal
growth. The world of work is fast-
changing and many of yesterday's
careers have become redundant
in order to make way for new
roles in sectors that previously
did not exist. There is a need for
learners to make sure that they
are flexible, equipped with both
the soft skills and the knowledge
which will enable them to meet
the changes that are brought
about by digitisation, technology
and the uncertainty of the new
world of work.

We believe in providing youth
with key life skills in conjunction
with academic backing. By
investing in soft skills we are
preparing them to take various
career paths, some which we
have not yet imagined. Soft skills
are skills relating to how one 
works — teamwork, leadership,

"...20,4 million young
people aged 15–34

years, accounted for
63,3% of the total

number of
unemployed persons."

SOFT SKILLS: RESILIENCE, FLEXIBILITY, AND CREATIVITY ARE KEY TO
PREPARING THE YOUTH FOR THE FUTURE OF WORK
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emotional intelligence,
maintaining a growth mindset,
and showing initiative. By actively
teaching soft skills such as critical
thinking, problem-solving, good
communication, and financial
common sense, youth will have
greater education and
employment prospects.

Beyond academic support, our
programmes incorporate
mentoring, career guidance, life
skills, arts and culture,
environmental awareness as well
as computer training, coding,
leadership, healthy work habits,
and entrepreneurship. Through
adopting a well-rounded
approach to youth development
we have seen learners assume
increased ownership for their
futures which has led  to
sustainable behavioural changes.

…let me say this and say this with the
utmost conviction: the nation owes

you a clear policy and practical
measures to ensure that the youth

contributes to, and benefits from, our
new democracy.

 
– Nelson Mandela, former President

of the Republic of South Africa
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Let's continue to broaden young
minds, to push them beyond their
comfort zones and to play a part
in shaping the everyday citizen
and leader that our country
desperately needs.

 
 
 



QHUBEKA! YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME

PHUHLISA! SCHOOL
STRENGTHENING

PROGRAMME

PHAKAMA! COMMUNITY  
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME

YEARBEYOND
YOUTH

PROGRAMME

 PROGRAMME
UPDATES



QHUBEKA! YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME

 
“Although 2020 was challenging, the learners, volunteers
and staff used it as an opportunity to implement remote

online learning for the first time. The virtual classroom was
kept engaging as learners played educational games and

won prizes. We still have a lot to learn, particularly in
relation to how to best overcome practical challenges that
prevent under-resourced learners from enjoying the full
benefit that technological advancements have to offer.” 

 
- Siyabulela Mashiyi, Programme Manager
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Khanya* was a grade 12 learner who attended our Youth Development Programme. His attendance was
dropping and he was flagged as being at-risk by one of our community workers. One community worker
also noticed that Khanya was missing our Saturday academic support classes. She decided to conduct a
home visit where she discovered that Khanya was struggling academically, was missing classes at school,

and hardly participated in home life. 
 

The community worker created a safe space for Khanya to share his challenges and to discuss a way out
of his current situation. Khanya admitted that he was struggling academically and had lost confidence in
his ability to make something of his life. He explained that he was ashamed of his poor results and this
had led him to seek affirmation through other channels - most recently a peer group that did not place
any value on school attendance or performance. As a result of these associations, Khanya was involved

in an altercation that resulted in a knife wound to his face. 
 

The community worker spent time with Khanya and encouraged him by discussing his future, his
passions, and his visions for his life. She convinced Khanya to stop associating with friends that had

been encouraging him not to take school seriously and to engage in harmful behavior. Khanya began
utilising the services rendered by Just Grace once again - including academic support classes, coding,

outings, and psychosocial services. In addition, he volunteered to assist with preparing the daily meals at
Just Grace. Khanya is currently waiting for his matric results and he hopes to study later this year. While

Khanya waits for his results, he has started a business which involves doing deliveries within his
community for people who cannot go to the shops.

 
With the support and love from the Just Grace staff, Khanya has started to recognise the importance of

making good choices, finishing school, and pursuing further education. Although he once thought of
dropping out, the various interventions have successfully prevented him from being yet another

number that contributes to the national drop-out rate in South Africa.  
 

*Name changed

COVID-19 has cast a spotlight on the inequality in access to quality education that all South Africans know
exists. Wealthier students have better infrastructure, resources, and support compared to students in poor
areas. Many learners in Langa were left for months during lockdown without access to quality internet,
teaching, or any academic guidance whatsoever. 

During this time, we sought to bridge the gap by extending the services that we offered to learners outside
our programme. We aimed to ensure that no child in Langa was left behind. We were able to provide
learners with educational materials, access to tutors, food parcels, and psychosocial support. More than
ever the need for NGO support in Langa was made evident. 

direction.

QHUBEKA! YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME

STORY OF HOPE
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determination
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Highlighting the 
 importance of a 

life.

Guiding 
and giving 
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in all aspects  of life.

Instilling 

 necessary for success.
& grit

PROGRAMME VALUES



 
 

MODERN LEARNING FRAMEWORK
Our methodology embraces a modern learning framework aimed at creativity, critical thinking, collaboration,
and communication. These are fully transferable and allow the youth to adapt to new working environments

with ease.

PROJECT BASED LEARNING
Technical or soft skills taught in isolation results in little impact. Our programmes ensure the youth are

actively engaged throughout the learning process.
 

Therefore, the programme uses the sewing training, computer training, professional and personal
development sessions to give the learners opportunities to become independent, lifelong learners.

REFLECTIVE LEARNING
We encourage the youth to be reflective learners. This means being aware of themselves and the world

around them, including possible misconceptions and biases.
 

In addition, we actively teach the youth about metacognition, the art of being aware of one’s own problem
solving processes. This equips the youth to continuously develop their thinking and reasoning, even after

they exit the programme.

OUR APPROACH
Our methodology involves channelling assistance through ten sub-projects that collectively leave no gaps in
intellectually and emotionally equipping participating youth to pursue further education, training or
employment, and to transition successfully into adulthood.
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35
THE NUMBER OF EXTRA

SCHOOL DAYS' WORTH OF
ACADEMIC SUPPORT

RECEIVED BY OUR LEARNERS

209
THE NUMBER OF

ADDITIONAL ACADEMIC
SUPPORT HOURS PROVIDED

68
CARE PACKAGES AND FOOD

PRACELS PROVIDED

564
NUTRITIOUS MEALS

PROVIDED

71
THE NUMBER OF LEARNERS

BENEFITING FROM BOOK
CLUB SESSIONS HELD 

30
THE NUMBER OF COMPUTER

TRAINING AND CODING
SESSIONS PROVIDED 

105
THE NUMBER OF TELEPHONE

CHECK-INS DURING
LOCKDOWN

78
THE NUMBER OF

APPLICATION SUBMITTED
FOR POST-SCHOOL STUDIES

160
THE NUMBER OF

BENEFICIARIES ON OUR
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME

THE YEAR IN 
NUMBERS

94%
THE PERCENTAGE OF OUR
LEARNERS THAT PASSED

MATRIC

14
THE NUMBER OF

DISTINCTIONS OBTAINED BY
OUR MATRICS

80%
THE PERCENTAGE OF OUR
MATRIC LEARNERS THAT

ACHIEVED A DIPLOMA OR
BACHELOR PASS

32
THE NUMBER OF

COMMITTED VOLUNTEERS IN
OUR PROGRAMMES

58
LEARNERS AND PARENTS

BENEFITING FROM
PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT

135
HOME VISITS WERE

CONDUCTED

TBC*
THE NUMBER OF OUR
MATRICS ATTENDING

TERTIARY INSTITUTIONS 

*Results not available at the time of publishing due to COVID-19 delaying the release of results. 
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PHUHLISA! SCHOOL
STRENGTHENING PROGRAMME
 “It was great to see parents and learners learning how to
communicate with each other more effectively. Parents

enjoyed engaging on the various practical steps that they
could take to best assist their children regarding their

needs, development and discipline. This has led to positive
relationships being formed and nurtured.” 

 
- Nozibele Ndunge, Programme Manager
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PHUHLISA! SCHOOL
STRENGTHENING PROGRAMME
2020 proved to be a challenging year for learners. There was an increase in the number of learners at risk of
dropping out as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Our learning engagement initiative partners with
principals and teachers working in high schools in Langa to identify learners who are at risk of dropping out.
Through a collaboration between learners, social workers, and caregivers, a development plan is formulated
and implemented. 
Programme activities include individual life skills sessions, counseling sessions, group activation sessions,
home visits, and parent support groups that are offered to each learner and their respective caregivers.

123
counselling / social work sessions

276
home visits

28
campaigns focused on the importance of punctuality

70
learners completed the 6-week youth opportunity programme

37
learners received other assistance 

(eg. submitting applications for further studies) 

54
food parcels were distributed

25
parent support group sessions
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2. 

No more
intervention

needed

4. 

Learner successfully
reintegrated into

school

Support offered to learners:
Additional home visits

Counselling
Life skills sessions

Youth Opportunity Programme

OUR APPROACH
To ensure that the learners are provided with quality education, a support system is required. Our
community workers and social workers provide psychosocial support which is key support to increase
learner attendance and punctuality.

Receive initial
home visit

Support offered to parents:
Parent support groups (weekly)

Parent discussion groups
(monthly)

Community Development
Programme

Learners
referred to
Just Grace

Reasons:
Absenteeism
Punctuality

Violent behavior
 Substance abuse
Poor performance

 Signs of abuse or neglect
 Signs of extreme poverty 

Absent parents
 Other

Initial development and intervention
plan formulated in conjunction with

caregivers

Learner

3b. 
Support Proccess

Parents

3a. 

1. 
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Our psychosocial support team continues to walk
alongside her. We have seen significant progress and

have watched her grow into a stronger, more
resilient individual who is now excited to finish school

and pursue further education.
 

Mpumi's teacher was encouraged by the change in
Mpumi's behaviour in class and reported that Mpumi

seems motivated to learn and happier to engage. 
 
 

Mpumi* was a grade 12 learner referred to Just
Grace by her teacher as she displayed at-risk

behaviour. The teacher noted that Mpumi was
aggressive and appeared very unhappy at school.   

 
 

The Just Grace psychosocial support team built a
relationship with the learner and had a number of life

skills and counselling sessions with her. Both of the
learner's parents had passed away, as well as her
grandmother. She had moved in with her brother

who lived in Khayelitsha but soon moved to stay with
a family friend in Khayelitsha.

 
Our social workers arranged for one of Mpumi's
brothers to provide financial support for her to

attend school each day as a temporary solution. Just
Grace also managed to provide basic financial

support during this time.  
 
 

Our team worked with her brothers and noted that
neither would be a suitable caregiver as one

brother's wife used to victimise the learner and the
other brother abused alcohol. 

 
 

Mpumi was overwhelmed by anger and depression
and was struggling to grieve or move forward from
the loss of her parents. She would often express

suicidal thoughts and a loss of hope. 
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PHAKAMA! COMMUNITY 
 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

 “It has been great to see the community coming to
Just Grace for help. One great highlight was a 66-

year-old woman who participated in the computer
training sessions. Her eagerness and willingness to

learn was inspiring for the other participants.” 
 

- Wanga Mkiva, Programme Facilitator
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MASINCEDISANE! COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

COVID-19 severely affected communities of a lower socio-economic status. In an already impoverished
community, the loss of income and employment (which led to an increase in gender-based violence
amongst other social issues) meant that it became even more important for Just Grace to roll out
interventions in response to the crisis. 

Over and above our work with youth and parents, Just Grace assists various community members as part of
our Masincedisane! Community Psychosocial Support programme. An overview of this assistance is
provided below:

31
counselling

sessions and
home visits

118
care workers
supplied with
essential PPE

107
participants up-

skilled in computer
literacy

103
food parcels were

distributed to
community
members

12
participants

completed sewing
programme

3
participants

completed an
accounting
programme
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CV writing
Interview preparation
Job readiness training
Personal and professional
development

W O R K P L A C E  P R E P A R A T I O N

Mentoring 
Counselling
Support groups
Access to information
Sense of belonging

O V E R A R C H I N G  S U P P O R T

OUR APPROACH
Our Community Development Programme is designed to empower community members so that they are
able to contribute meaningfully to society and to earn a decent living. 

Basic financial literacy
Computer literacy
Time management

B A S I C  S K I L L S

Data capturing
Bookkeeping
Accounting
Tax
Administration
Basic marketing
Entrepreneurship 
Sewing skills

T E C H N I C A L  S K I L L S  

Life skills
Literacy skills
Numeracy skills
Constitutional rights
Building resilience
Self awareness

F U N D E M E N T A L  B U I L D I N G  B L O C K S

Increased access to meaningful
employment
Increased understanding of
Constitutional rights
Increased access to government social
services
Stronger families and safe home
environments

O U T C O M E S
Job search assistance
Job placement assistance
Access to resource hub

O P P O R T U N I T Y  L I N K I N G
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"I applied for the programme because I love
accounting, even though I am not an expert
with numbers. The programme has helped
me a lot and has expanded on my existing
skills and experience. The practical approach
of the programme has assisted me to
understand the concepts better as I could
see how the theory could be used in
practice. I now feel confident that I can add
value in an accounting firm"

STORIES OF HOPE
PABALLO PHARELA

Paballo found out about the programme on a
Facebook group. She was feeling despondent
about not having studied further as she was not
able to find employment with her current skillset
in the accounting field. Being unemployed with
children to care for, Paballo was looking for an
opportunity to upskill herself so that she could
obtain meaningful employment and
add value to the economy.

Paballo participated in our Equip! Accounting Programme. Equip! is an
accounting and tax job readiness programme that assists unemployed aspiring
accountants to gain valuable work experience and training.

In 2020 she became one of our first
participants to start the Accounting
Programme. Although she had
completed a course in accounting
previously, she wasn't confident that her
skills and knowledge were sufficient for
the labour market.

During her time, she learnt how to use Xero
Accounting, SimplePay Payroll, and Receipt
Bank software. After completing the course,
Paballo was accepted into an internship
where she will have further opportunity to
learn and grow as she continues to develop
her career.
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YEARBEYOND PROGRAMME
 “It was a privilege to be the Programme Mentor for the
Year Beyond programme and see how the fifteen young

adult volunteers that I mentored grew this year – personally
and professionally. The challenge that COVID-19 posed

meant that the volunteers had to add extra perseverance to
the other numerous skills that they gained in 2020.” 

 
- Annie Smith, Programme Manager
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Last year, Just Grace was an implementing partner for the YearBeyond Programme. The programme is
organised by the After School Programme office of the Western Cape Education Department. The
programme seeks to assist underperforming grade 3 and 4 learners with afterschool academic support. We
mentored 15 volunteers who assisted in three primary schools in Langa. We used our holistic approach to
grow the volunteers personally and professionally.

YEARBEYOND
PROGRAMME

15
volunteers mentored

297
primary school children

attended the after-school
programme

10
volunteers have started

studying or working 

I am very grateful for the
experience and knowledge that I

have gained. My highlights were my
improved communication skills and
my mentor Ms Smith. Thank you for

the opportunity.

The YearBeyond Programme has
been great, I thoroughly enjoyed it
and I am glad that I was accepted.
What makes me feel so excited is
that at the beginning of the year I

found learners who were struggling
but now I'm proud to say three of
my learners are the top ones in

their class.

The YearBeyond Programme was my pillar of
strength during the hard lockdown. Having

someone consistently checking up on us was
greatly appreciated. I would like to thank my

mentor Annie for being patient and helpful - it
made my YearBeyond journey enjoyable.

A few words from the participants
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STORIES OF HOPE
LUKHANYO SIZANI
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CHALLENGES
Being part of the YearBeyond Programme had
a huge impact on my life. 2020 was a
challenging year for everyone, especially for
those involved in the South African education
system. Many drastic changes had to be made
and they had to be implemented immediately. 

One of the changes was shifting the
programme to remote learning. At first, it was
a bit of struggle due to network and data
issues, but this was resolved with the
assistance of my mentor. These changes not
only challenged me but they also gave me an
opportunity to grow. 

PERSONAL GROWTH
I believe that my confidence and leadership
skills grew during the programme. Having to
stand up in front of learners and lead a
session is something that I had never done
before. I also appreciated the community that
was built amongst the other volunteers. The
community was welcoming and supportive.

JUST GRACE IMPACT
I appreciated the assistance that I received
from Just Grace. They played a major role in
my growth. Each week we would go to the Just
Grace offices to talk about the programme and
receive mentoring and emotional support. 

HOPE FOR THE FUTURE
I am so grateful that I joined the programme
and stayed for the duration of it. I have grown
from the experience and I would not hesitate
to recommend it to any other youth that has a
passion for making a change in the education
system.

Lukhanyo took part in the YearBeyond programme in 2020. This is what he
had to say about his experience. 

 "I appreciate the assistance that I
received from Just Grace. They played

a major role in my growth."



MEET
THE 
TEAM

While last year was a tough
year, we were able to welcome
new members to the team.
These three exceptional
individuals possess great
passion for development and
we are excited to see how they
will use their skills to add value
to the Langa community.

Lindiwe Kers joined as our
business development officer
and will be working to secure
long term donors and
partners. 

Annie Smith joined as a
programme manager - she
helped us implement the
YearBeyond Programme in
2020. 

Zolani Potane joins our ever-
growing team of social
workers.

We asked each of them a few
questions so you could get to
know them a little bit better. 
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What is your role at Just Grace?
I am a business development officer. My responsibilities
include writing and submitting grant applications, ensuring
all donor funding requirements are met and developing
innovative revenue creation strategies. 

What do you love about working at Just Grace?
The work being done in the community is important. Non-
profit organisations play an important role in meeting the
needs of impoverished communities that the government
continuously fails to.  

What is your biggest dream for the community of
Langa?
My wish is for Langa to be a place where there are
opportunities for all who reside here. For the community
to have access to quality education, healthcare and
housing.  

Why is it important to empower young people?
It sounds banal, but young people are the future.
Empowering them can only mean great things for our
country. Giving everyone access to opportunities will
result in the inequality, poverty and unemployment gap
being closed and an overall better future for generations
to come. 

What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?
I enjoy going to art exhibitions, the theatre, wine estates,
and cricket matches.  

Who inspires you? And why?
My mother. Her empathy, courage, zest, and the way she’s
used her life to make a positive impact in people’s lives
inspires me.

MEET THE TEAM

LINDIWE KERS
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What is your role at Just Grace?
In 2020, I was the Programme Manager for the
YearBeyond programme that Just Grace took part in with
WCED. In 2021, I will be the Programme Manager for the
Youth Activation Programme (YAP). I will also be
supporting the Youth Development Programme, the
Matrics and alumni network.

What do you love about working at Just Grace?
The Just Grace vision and mission drew me in. I am
passionate about community development and social
justice. I feel that education is the key to changing our
society. I believe what Just Grace is doing is making a
difference in people’s lives.

What is your biggest dream for the community of
Langa?
Eradication of unemployment to have people gainfully
employed and be active citizens. People need to have
hope and purpose, especially when they are facing
challenges in their lives.

Why is it important to empower young people?
Supporting young people is the key to change society. The
YAP will be working with young people who have not
finished their matric, or they have completed matric but
are unemployed. The programme will help them build
their confidence and gain the skills they need to complete
their studies and find employment. It will help them
realise that “I can now become whom I was created to be”.

What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?
 I love being outdoors and doing sports such as cycling,
hiking and paddling.

Who inspires you? And why?
My faith in God inspires me. I look at the life of Jesus, how
he restored people’s dignity and brought about justice.
That’s something that I try to live by in my own life.

MEET THE TEAM

ANNIE SMITH
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What is your role at Just Grace?
I’m a social worker. I conduct home visits and social work
sessions for learners, parents and the community of
Langa as a whole.

What do you love about working at Just Grace?
I enjoy working with learners. I am able to empower and
uplift them, so that they can do better in school and life in
general.

What is your biggest dream for the community of
Langa?
I would like to see the community of Langa champion the
protection and empowerment of children. I believe that a
community that does not take care of its children is bound
to fail. The children are the future. If we empower them
and help them now, they will have a successful future
which will have a positive impact on the community.

Why is it important to empower young people?
I’m from Langa. I’m aware of the challenges young people
come across living in a township. It is difficult to find
motivation when you are in an area that experiences high
levels of violence and substance abuse. We need to give
them hope and uplift them to see beyond the challenges
they are facing. It will help them succeed in school and life.

What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?
Reading and spending time with family. I like books that
challenge me to look at things differently.

Who inspires you? And why?
My family inspires me. I’m the first child in the family to
obtain a grade 12 certificate and a degree. They
encourage me to do more. They are an inspiration and
motivation.

MEET THE TEAM

ZOLANI POTANE
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We continue to be grateful for the generous support that we receive from all our donors. Without their
support, we would not have been able to have accomplished what we did in 2020. Thank you for playing an
important role in development in Langa. Your contributions have brought about impact that is sustainable
and meaningful and empowers residents to play an active role in their community.

The total income for the year was R2 608 697 and the total expenses were R1 484 737. A significant portion
of the income received in 2020 relates to project costs that will be incurred in the first half of 2021. National
trusts and large corporates are the most significant contributors to our income.

In 2020, our fundraising approach focused on securing long-term strategic donors. This was made difficult
with the COVID-19 pandemic causing many potential donors to pause their funds indefinitely. We continue
to seek long-term strategic donors in order to further our impact in Langa.

R2 608 697
INCOME 2020

R1 484 737
EXPENSES 2020

R1 511 331
INCOME 2019

R1 005 693
EXPENSES 2019

Large Corporates
32%

National Trusts
26%

Individuals
14%

International Trusts
13%

Embassies
7%

SMEs
6%

OVERIEW OF
FINANCES

School Strengthening
47%

Youth Development
34%

Community Development
14%

Other
5%

INCOME SOURCE EXPENSES PER PROGRAMME
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Earn Skills Development Points by contributing to the stipend of Just Grace interns.
Earn Skills Development Points by contributing towards the Just Grace bursary fund.
Earn Enterprise Development Points by contributing to the Just Grace entrepreneurship programme.
Earn Enterprise Development Points by contributing to the Just Grace Social Enterprises (Pty) Ltd.
Earn Ownership Points by granting Just Grace NPC ownership interest.

"Many organisations believe that only Socio-Economic Development points
can be obtained by supporting NPOs. This is not correct – there are in a fact

a number of ways in which an entity can achieve their B-BBEE points and
contribute to an NPO at the same time."

There are various ways your firm can obtain B-BBEE points by contributing to Just Grace. These options
allow you to contribute in a way that is aligned with your firms' values. 

SUPPORT MEANINGFUL CHANGE AND EARN B-BBEE POINTS:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

 

Need more information?

Visit our website where we have a dedicated B-BBEE page (justgrace.co.za/bbbee) with a detailed analysis
of each opportunity. Alternatively, you can contact us and arrange a session to discuss how we can best
partner together. 

JUST GRACE &
B-BBEE
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Thank you to all our partners who have supported us as we make a meaningful impact in Langa. Your
support ensures that Just Grace continues to touch the lives of people in Langa and equip residents so that
they can contribute to their community as active citizens.

If you would like to be more involved in our programmes, please email us at contact@justgrace.co.za. 

Donate

We are only able to continue working in Langa as a result of the donations that we receive. It doesn't matter
the size of the donation, it all makes a difference :)

Debit Order 
To signup to be a monthly debit order donor, please visit: 
justgrace.co.za/debit-order

EFT
To donate via EFT please use the following details:
Account Holder: Just Grace
Account type: Savings Account
Bank: Standard Bank
Account Number: 07-361-649-4
Branch: Rondebosch
Branch Code: 025009
SWIFT Code (International): SBZAZAJJ

A NOTE TO
ALL OUR PARTNERS
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CONTACT US 

CONTACT US
 

ADDRESS:
 

Just  Grace NPC
45 Washington St

Langa
7455

CONTACT NUMBER:
 

+27 72 316 5450
 

EMAIL:
 

contact@justgrace.co.za


